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Introduction 

SANBlaze announces the availability of the first NVMe Gen5 test platform with the capability of testing 
the various modes of clocking required by PCIe NVMe devices.  This paper describes in detail the 
clocking modes required for modern NVMe devices and how to verify that your NVMe device can run 
correctly with each of the possible clocking schemes. 

Version 3 Gen5 Hardware 

SANBlaze has introduced a new hardware version of the SBExpress-RM5 Gen5 test system which 
enables SRIS/SRNS testing at PCIe Gen5 speeds.  The new hardware, introduced on May 25th, 2022, can 
be identified by part number 600-950003 for the mother board and system part number 650-950003 
which is found on the label on the back of the chassis. 

All combinations of clock configuration as described in V2 of this paper are supported on hardware 
revision V3. The 8 position DIP switch for system configuration, which was assessable only by operating 
the physical switch on the Gen5 V3 system is now operated by software so that physical intervention is 
no longer necessary.  Operating the switch from the system SBExpress Web Page and at the CLI prompt 
are described in this update to the original white paper. 

Understanding the PCIe/NVMe Clocking Modes 

 
PCI Express (PCIe) has evolved from PCI/PCI-X (Peripheral Component Interconnect), which first came to 
market as a parallel interconnect bus on Personal Computers.  PCIe is a serial bus enabled by SER/DES 
(Serializers/Deserializers) built into the endpoint devices (Root Complex or Peripherals).  As PCIe has 
evolved, the speed of the clock, and therefore the data rate and bandwidth of the bus, has increased 
sixteen-fold from Gen1 to Gen5.  PCIe is designed as a point-to-point topology where each endpoint is 
connected by a number of serial lanes. 

SSC Defined 

 
As the PCIe bus expanded outside the host computer (in the case for example of a rack of NVMe drives), 
and the clock frequencies have increased, the need to decrease the Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) 
from the interconnect became a priority.  PCIe addresses the EMI problem by modulating the reference 
clock with a "spread spectrum" modulation.  This technique is known as Spread Spectrum Clocking, or 
SSC.  SSC clocking reduces the EMI level by spreading the radiated energy over a range of frequencies 
thereby reducing the peak emissions at the PCIe clock center frequency. 

While SSC clocking reduces EMI interference, it does so at the cost of introducing clock jitter into the 
PCIe subsystem.  When SSC is enabled, it is typical to use a common reference clock at both ends of the 
PCIe connection, for example at the root complex and peripheral device. 

PCIe Clocking Architectures 

 
PCIe supports various clocking architectures as described below.  A vendor of NVMe devices may need 
to test one, all, or a combination of these clocking schemes, introducing a significant problem for a test 
engineer.  A host system typically implements one clocking scheme, but not multiple schemes, and may 
or may not support SSC alone or in combination with independent or common clock architectures. 
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The SANBlaze SBExpress-RM4 and RM5 V3 support all combinations of PCIe clocking schemes, and 
therefore provide an ideal testbed to verify correct implementation and stability of your NVMe device. 

The following modes of clocking operation are supported. 

Common Reference Clock 

 
A common reference clock architecture refers to a configuration where a common clock is supplied to 
the upstream device. In the case of the SBExpress-RM5 this is a Gen5 PCIe bridge, and the endpoint 
peripheral in this case is an NVMe drive. 

Common clock without SSC is the most basic clocking scheme. It has the highest performance, lowest 
latency, and is the least likely to generate errors.  A single stable clock, with low jitter, is shared by both 
endpoints. 

Separate Reference Clocks with No SSC (SRNS) 

 
The second most common clocking scheme is called SRNS (Separate Reference Clocks with No SSC) and 
is one where an independent clock is supplied to each end of the PCIe link.  For example, Clock 'A' is 
supplied to the upstream bridge and Clock 'B' is supplied to the endpoint device, the NVMe drive. 

The performance and stability of SRNS should be identical to that of a common clock architecture 
because even though the clocks are independent, they are the same frequency.  Buffering on each end 
of the PCIe link will compensate for jitter, up to 600ppm, between the two independent clocks (+/-
300ppm per clock). 

Separate Reference Clocks with SSC (SRIS) 

 
Combining the technique of Spread Spectrum Clocking (SSC) with the use of independent clocking 
introduces the greatest challenge for design and test engineers.  With an allowed jitter of 5000ppm for 
SSC and the 600ppm for independent clocking, a total jitter of 5600ppm must be accounted for between 
the endpoints.1 

The PCIe protocol compensates for the difference in frequency of the two endpoint clocks by the use of 
SKP Ordered Sets (OS).  Each device must implement buffers to compensate for the difference in 
endpoint clock frequencies while the protocol sends SKP OS Transaction Layer Protocol (TLPs) to 
synchronize the endpoints, at a rate proportional to the difference in end point frequencies. 

Because of the need to transmit SKP TLPs, designers must provide sufficient elasticity in the buffer 
design of each endpoint, and also expect increased latency. 

SANBlaze provides a means to enable each of the PCIe clocking scenarios while providing data integrity, 
exception testing, and performance monitoring to ensure NVMe devices have correctly implemented 
supported clocking schemes. 

The details of enabling and testing each clocking configuration is described below.   
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PCIe Clocking Modes SANBlaze Supports 

SSD manufacturers need to verify if their SSDs are working as expected in the following different PCIe 
clocking modes: 

• Common clocking mode without SSC  

• Common clocking with SSC 

• Separate reference clock independent SSC (Static SRIS) 

• Separate reference clock with no SSC (SRNS) 

• RefClk without SSC for PEX only (no RefClk to the target drive) 

• RefClk with SSC for PEX only (no RefClk with SSC to the target drive, Dynamic SRIS) 

 
The SANBlaze PCIe Gen5 system (SBExpress-RM5 V3) has 2 clock generators, and it is designed to 
support all clocking modes listed above. Following is the clocking scheme implemented in our PCIe Gen5 
system. 
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SBExpress-RM5 Dip Switch Settings 

The configuration switch is now controlled by software.  The positions of the switch will remain set over 
reboot and power off / on.  The switches can be set by using the SBExpress page on the SANBlaze GUI, 
or at the CLI using the commands below.  

Note: SRIS mode testing requires that the DIP switches be set at power on and before starting each 
test.  You must power cycle the system after setting the switches to enable the next test mode. 

Note: Switch 6 is ON by default; all others are OFF by default. 

Setting Configuration Switches from GUI 

To access the switches from the GUI, select the SBExpress Manager page in the left hand menu. 

 

Selecting any of the switches will change the position of the switch. 

 

Holding the cursor over a switch will bring up help and show current system configuration. 
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Setting Configuration Switches from CLI 

To see the DIP switches in the GUI, you need version 10.5 of the software. 

To set the configuration switches from the system CLI issue the following commands: 

 Switches 1 & 2 
 2=OFF,1=OFF: (DEFAULT) Single host Non-SRIS configuration  

 
 iriser -d -3 set SW1EESel0 

iriser -d -3 set SW2EESel1 
 
2=OFF,1=ON: Single host SRIS configuration  
 
iriser -d -3 clear SW1EESel0 
iriser -d -3 set SW2EESel1 

 
Switch 6 

OFF: SRIS/SRNS depending on switch 7  
 
iriser -d -3 set SW6SRIS 
 
ON: (DEFAULT) Common Clock Mode 
 
iriser -d -3 clear SW6SRIS 

 
Switch 7 
 OFF: (DEFAULT) Spread Spectrum Clocking is turned off  

 
iriser -d -3 set SW7SSCL 
 
ON: Spread Spectrum Clocking is turned on 
 
iriser -d -3 clear SW7SSCL 
 

Switch 8 
OFF: (DEFAULT) Reset PCIe on Boot 
 
iriser -d -3 set SW8DisRst 

 
ON: Disable PCIe Reset on Boot 
 
iriser -d -3 clear SW8DisRst 
 
 

Note: The switch syntax set(1) is switch OFF, and clear(0) is switch ON. 
You will see the position of the switch update in the GUI when the switch is changed at the CLI 
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Note: You can get the names of all GPIOs including the switches using the command: 
iriser -d -3 show gpio 
 

 
 

SBExpress-RM4 Dip Switch Settings 

The RefClk source and SSC on/off are controlled by back panel switches in the SANBlaze SBExpress-RM4 
Rev2 system.  

NOTE: SRIS mode testing requires that the DIP switch switches be set at power on and before starting 
each test.  Switches 6 and 8 are on by default. 

 Switches 1 & 2 
 2=OFF,1=OFF: (DEFAULT) Single host Non-SRIS configuration  

2=OFF,1=ON: Single host SRIS configuration  
 

Switch 6 
OFF: SRIS/SRNS depending on switch 7  
ON: (DEFAULT) Common Clock Mode 

 
Switch 7 
 OFF: (DEFAULT) Spread Spectrum Clocking is turned off  

ON: Spread Spectrum Clocking is turned on 
 

Switch 8 
 OFF:12V Power to slots is forced on.  

ON: (DEFAULT) 12V Power to slots controlled using Serial Hot Plug logic 
  

Link Error Measurement with AER Monitoring 

The SANBlaze SBExpress-RM5 PCIe Gen5 system supports link error measurements such as Receiver 
Error, TLP Error, DLLP Error and AER (Advanced Error Reporting) flags monitoring when running I/O on 
SSDs with all different clocking modes and default De-emphasis (auto tuning for PCIe Gen3 and Gen5 
link speed), De-emphasis = -6dB, De-emphasis = -3.5dB and so on. SSD Manufacturers verify the 
following clocking modes, and SANBlaze supports all of them as follows. 
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Common Clocking Mode Without SSC 

The common clocking mode without SSC is shown in the following chart: 

PCIe root complex

(PEX88096)

PCIe endpoint

(target)

PCIe bus

Ref clock
Common Frequency Clock

(CFC)
Ref clock

 

Common Clocking Mode With SSC 

The common clocking mode with SSC is shown in the following chart: 

PCIe root complex
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Separate Reference Clock with No SSC (SRNS) 

The separate reference clock with no SSC (SRNS) is shown in the following chart: 
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Separate Reference Clock Independent SSC (Static SRIS) 

The separate reference clock independent SSC (SRIS) is shown in the following chart: 
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RefClk Without SSC for PEX Only (No RefClk to The Target Drive) 

The RefClk without SSC for PEX only (no RefClk to the target drive) is shown in the following chart: 
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RefClk With SSC for PEX Only (No RefClk to the Target Drive, Dynamic SRIS) 

The RefClk with SSC for PEX only (no RefClk to the target drive) is shown in the following chart: 

PCIe root complex
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Example Measurement Results 

The example output below show two runs with a device that supports dynamic SRIS.  First the test was 
run in the Dynamic SRIS mode with auto tuning de-emphasis. The results are a clean run with no errors.  
The next case we ran in the Static SRIS mode with the same auto tuning de-emphasis.  As expected you 
can see that the Receiver errors saturate immediately. Many TLP errors and some DLLP errors happened 
during this I/O testing. The Receiver errors, TLP errors, and DLLP errors reported on PEX88096 match the 
parent PCIe AER register “CE_Sta” which means the measurement is correct. The link errors are related 
to the fact that the SSD firmware is running auto-detection mode. This test was to prove that the errors 
seen correlate to both upstream and downstream devices.  

 

 

The example output below shows dynamic SRIS running with auto tuning de-emphasis. As you can see, 
no Receiver errors, TLP errors, or DLLP errors happened during this I/O testing. The reason is that the 
SSD did not detect any external RefClk so it used its own internal RefClk with SSC on, which will send 
extra Skip ordered-sets. 
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The example output below shows Static SRIS running with auto tuning de-emphasis.  This case did 
receive the errors expected and they are correlated between upstream and downstream devices. 

 

Conclusion 

With multiple ways to implement PCIe clocking on an NVMe device, a test engineer is faced with 
difficulty in their test bed in attempting to test all possible scenarios. With SANBlaze as their test tool 
however, this problem simply “goes away.” SANBlaze provides testing for every clock mode that an SSD 
manufacturer could possibly implement, thereby providing seamless and thorough end-to-end testing 
for NVMe devices.  

 

Jitter Reference1 

https://blogs.synopsys.com/vip-central/2015/12/15/pcie-spread-spectrum-clocking-ssc-for-digital-
verification-engineers/ 

• FREFCLK: Refclk frequency can have +/-300 PPM variation. For separately clocked architecture, the 
worst case jitter of 600 PPM will have to be tolerated by the receiver. 

• FSSC: This is frequency of the modulating wave. This is typically triangular. 

• TSS-FREQ-DEVIATION: This indicates PCIe uses Down-spread SSC. This spread is applied to reduce the 
carried frequency up -0.5%.  This means an additional 5000 PPM of jitter. So total jitter with the 
separate clocking having spread spectrum enabled would be 5600 PPM. 

https://blogs.synopsys.com/vip-central/2015/12/15/pcie-spread-spectrum-clocking-ssc-for-digital-verification-engineers/
https://blogs.synopsys.com/vip-central/2015/12/15/pcie-spread-spectrum-clocking-ssc-for-digital-verification-engineers/

